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Milan & Kay Yerkovich: “How We Love” and “How We Love our Kids.”

Hebrews 4:15-16.   For we do not have a high priest who cannot
sympathize with our weaknesses, but one who has been tempted in all
things as we are, yet without sin.  Let us therefore draw near with
confidence to the throne of grace, that we may receive mercy and may
find grace and help in time of need.  NIV

Eph 6:4  Fathers, do not exasperate your children; instead, bring them up
in the training and instruction of the Lord.   NIV

Typical Parenting Types or Styles

1.  The “Avoider Parent”

● The avoider is an emotionally detached and dismissive parent.

If feelings are always avoided, the message is sent that feelings are
something to get rid of or fix.

a.  Learn to reawaken the feelings that you learned to push away.
b.  Learn to show your feelings, especially to your spouse and even your
kids.

1 Cor 11:1  Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ.   NIV

follow – (mimeo) imitate or mimic.

2.  The “Pleaser Parent”

● The pleaser parent wants everybody to be happy all the time.

A certain amount of stress in a child’s life is important.



The pleaser parent inadvertently weakens the child and prevents the
child from developing adult shoulders in due time.

3.  The “Vacillator Parent”

● The vacillator parent is emotionally inconsistent and is reactive
with large swings in their expectations.

4.  The “Controller Parent”

● The controller parent is the autocratic, intimidating parent.

The “avoider” has to break the rule that says, “don’t feel.”
The “pleaser” has to break the rule that says, “don’t assert yourself.”
The “vacillator” has to learn to find the middle ground and not get mad.
The “controller” has to learn to be vulnerable again.

Five Strategies to Deal with a Broken Parenting Style

a.  Learn to see difficult emotions and behaviors as opportunities for
intimacy.

b. Say what you see: observe and name the feeling or the emotion.

c. Learn to lean into feelings and ask about them.

d.  Go beneath the actions to explore the feelings and emotions.

e. Find resolution in the model of Jesus.

1.  Identify the problem.
2.  Bring people along-side for support and help.
3.  Go to Father God for strength and answers.

Mark 14:33-35a   He took Peter, James, and John with him, and he
became deeply troubled and distressed.  He told them, "My soul is
crushed with grief to the point of death. Stay here and keep watch with
me." He went on a little farther and fell to the ground. He prayed…NLT



(Listen/watch crossroadspodcast.vegas or www.crossroadschurch.vegas)

http://www.crossroadschurch.vegas

